CNR Shirts For Sale
In need of a last minute gift? Look no further! The CNR SSC has CNR shirts for $15 each (cash only). The office carries sizes Adult Small-3XL. Stop in TNR 122 now!

Sale ends Wednesday, Dec. 20th at 3pm

CNR Shirts For Sale

Free Coffee/Tea/Hot Chocolate Monday-Wednesday of Finals Week in the CNR Student Success Center (TNR 122)! Students, Faculty, and Staff Welcome!

CNR Student Success Center

TNR 122
cnrssc@uwsp.edu
715-346-4081
www.uwsp.edu/cnr/ssc/

Office Hours:
8am-5pm Monday-Thursday
8am-1pm Friday
In Person & Zoom appointments available

CNR SSC Peer Mentor Appointments available HERE

Walk-Ins This Week:
Katie
Wednesday 9am-12pm
Grace
Tuesday 9am-12pm
All Universities of Wisconsin students are invited to join the brand-new UW Sustainability - Student Collaborative Working Group. Submit the [google form](mailto:pfarrell@uwsp.edu) if you want to be on the new mailing list to stay connected to other students and/or to say when you are available for monthly meetings. More details and contact in form.

**Become a Hunter Safety Instructor**

Earn 1 credit while training to become a DNR certified Hunter Safety Instructor when you sign up for NRES 210. Prerequisites: firearm safety and hunting experience and permission from instructor. Email [pfarrell@uwsp.edu](mailto:pfarrell@uwsp.edu) and provide a short paragraph describing your experience with firearms and hunting, why you want to take the class, and your student ID.
“Shelli is always a welcoming face in the TNR! She is supportive of students in the classroom, but also is diligent about checking in on students as people in the real world. I can always rely on a smile from Shelli to brighten my day!”

“Three words- Enthusiasm for squirrels.”

“Shelli has been an amazing professor, leader, and advisor. Anyone can tell she truly loves her job and is dedicated to her students. She is the flying squirrel project advisor, so I have gotten to work with her very closely through the project. She keeps things fun, intriguing, and interesting while also teaching so much and expanding my horizons. No matter time or day, she is always willing to help her students do their best (even if it is the late at night before the research symposium or a big abstract is due). Thanks Shelli!”

“Shelli has always been there for me. She has supported me through all of my classes and consistently helps me with TWS projects as I am part of both the flying squirrel and the gray squirrel projects. She always has a smile on her face and it is obvious that she truly cares about her students and her job. Since the first day she taught in my NRES 250 class, I knew she was not only an amazing professor, but an amazing person. Shelli is hands down the best and most understanding professor and life advisor I have ever come into contact with, and I believe she fully deserves this award.”

“She’s so knowledgeable and passionate about the things she teaches. It’s infectious.”

“Dr. Dubay is an outstanding teacher. At a basic level, her in-class instruction is in-depth and challenges individuals to optimize the expansion of their base of knowledge. Additionally, she makes herself available to help any person that approaches her, but more than this, she encourages a student to seek answers for themselves. I believe that teachers providing all the answers takes away the incentive for a student to become resourceful, therefore each time Dr. Dubay encourages this behavior she is inadvertently building personal accountability and confidence in future professionals. Furthermore, when talking to Dr. Dubay about personal or professional dilemma’s, she is able to articulate a response that may not necessarily be what a person wants to hear, but what they need to hear. The truth can be difficult but Dr. Dubay has a knack for delivering responses supported by her caring nature, personal experience, and professional resourcefulness.”
Save the Date

"It's Complicated" Workshop

24 February 2024  8 am - 12 pm in TNR 170

Women in Natural Resources is hosting this workshop to explore strategies that can be employed if you encounter bias, hate or harassment in the workplace. More information on registration to come.

Click these three separate links for more cool information and opportunities!

- CNR JOB BOARD
- Professional Development and Student Organizations
- Apply for Scholarships!

Do you have news to share in or a photo for the front page of the CNR Reporter? Please send all submissions to CNR.Reporter@uwsp.edu by 9 am Fridays. To view past CNR Reporters, click here.

The CNR Reporter is a weekly publication created by the CNR SSC Peer Mentors.